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)e joint planes in fractured rock mass will reduce the tensile strength and shear strength of rock mass, which has a decisive
influence on the deformation and failure mode of engineering rock mass. Furthermore, infill also exists between the joint surfaces,
which will also affect the shear characteristics of the joint. Amethod of importing standard joint profile into PFC2Dwas proposed,
and a series of numerical simulation tests were carried out to study the effect of joint roughness and infill thickness on the shear
characteristics of joints. )e numerical results revealed that rock bolts profoundly improved the shear strength of the infilled rock
joints, enhanced the toughness of the joint surface, increased the number of micro-cracks, and made the dilatation more obvious.
)e shear stress and the normal displacement of unbolted or bolted infilled rock joints increased with increasing the joint
roughness and decreasing the infill thickness. )e maximum horizontal compression stress in the middle of the bolt gradually
increased with the increase of joint roughness coefficient. Different roughness has different effects on the number of micro-cracks
in the sample. )e number of total cracks and tensile cracks of the bolted and unbolted specimens increased with the increase of
joint roughness coefficient, while the shear cracks remained almost the same. )rough the study of the coupling effect of joint
roughness and infill thickness on peak shear stress, results can be obtained as follows.)e unbolted samples are highly sensitive to
JRC changes. )e greater the infill thickness, the greater the sensitivity of unbolted samples to JRC changes. )e reinforcement
effect of the bolt will strengthen the meshing strength between the joint surface and the filling material; that is, the meshing
strength is positively correlated with joint roughness and negatively correlated with filling thickness.

1. Introduction

Rockmass is formed through long-term and complex geological
processes; as discontinuous structural planes, joints are widely
distributed in rock mass. )e existence of joints will greatly
reduce the strength of rock mass and increase the deformation
of rock mass. A lot of engineering practice has proved that the
failure of jointed rock mass is mainly the shear failure on the
joint surface. Hence, the joint plane determines the strength and
failure mode of rock mass to a great extent.

Many scholars have carried out research to study the
influence of different factors on the shear characteristics of

jointed rock mass, including joint inclination [1], joint
roughness [2, 3], rock bridge [4, 5], shear rate [6], normal
stress [7], friction coefficients [8], and temperature [9].

Due to the advantages of convenient processing and in-
stallation, high efficiency, and effective improvement of the
strength and stability of jointed rockmass, bolt is widely used in
geotechnical engineering to reinforce the rock mass [10]. In
terms of laboratory tests, a series of shear tests were conducted
to analyze the effect of friction angle along the joint, rock
deformability, bolt inclination, joint dilatancy, normal stress,
and bolt diameter on the improvement of joint shear resistance
[11–16].With the progress of technology, finite elementmethod
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(FEM) has been used to simulate the shear behavior of rock
joints reinforced by rock bolts and their rupture behavior
[17–20]. Saadat et al. [21] and Shang et al. [22] used discrete
element simulation to study the shear behavior of bolted rock
joints. )ey assumed that the bolt will not be damaged or
deform during the shear process; the uniaxial compressive
strength and Young’s modulus of steel were much larger in
compression compared to grout material. However, the bolt
would be damaged by the shear load in the engineering practice.
)is caused the calculation results to be inconsistent with the
actual results and exaggerated the role of the bolt.

According to Ren et al. [23], infilling can be found in natural
rock joints which can affect the shear strength and failure mode
of rock joints in practical engineering. Saadat et al. [21] pro-
posed a new cohesive model to analyze the shear behavior of
infilled rock joints. Gong et al. [24] investigated the variation of
matric suction of joint infill during shearing and its influence on
the shear behavior of irregular joints with compacted infill. Both
unfilled and infilled rock joints are tested by taking into account
the influences of initial normal stress, normal stiffness, and
shear velocity [25].

In order to study the influence of joint roughness, filling
thickness, and anchor structure on the shear characteristics
of jointed rock mass, and the development law of micro-
cracks, a method was proposed to digitize the standard joint
profile and import them into numerical model, and a series
of numerical simulation experiments were carried out.

2. Calibration and Establishment of
Numerical Models

2.1. Calibration of Mesoscopic Parameters. Before the shear
test, it is necessary to calibrate its calculated parameters, which
must conform to the macroscopic characteristics of the rock
mass. )e parallel bonded model was calibrated against a
uniaxial compression test on marble. A numerical specimen
with a height of 100mm and a width of 50mmwas produced as
shown in Figure 1, and a calibration procedure was adopted to
achieve the micro-properties. Notice that Rmin� 0.25mm and
Rmax/Rmin� 1.66 in PBM calibration, and it will be consistent
with subsequent direct shear tests. Red and green lines in
Figure 1 represent cracks generated after compression. )e
micro-parameters of the rock sample model in PFC are pro-
vided in Table 1. )e stress-strain curves of the numerical
simulation are shown in Figure 2. )e results showed that the
uniaxial compressive strength, Young’s modulus, and Poisson’s
ratio of the model were 155.64MPa, 53.63GPa, and 0.20, re-
spectively. Poisson’s ratio is defined by the following calculation.
When the specimen reaches 50% compressive strength, the axial
strain and horizontal strain of the specimen were recorded, and
Poisson’s ratio was calculated according to the following
formula.

v �
ε2(50)

ε1(50)




, (1)

where ε1(50) is the axial strain corresponding to (σ1 − σ3)50
and ε2(50) is the horizontal strain corresponding to
(σ1 − σ3)50.

)e comparison between mechanical parameters of the
numerical and physical specimens is shown in Table 2. )e
mechanical parameters obtained in the laboratory test [26]
are similar to those obtained in the numerical simulation
test. Hence, the micro-mechanical parameters given in
Table 1 can be applied to the shear test of anchoring filling
joints.

2.2. Setupof 2DDirect ShearTests of Bolted InfilledRock Joints.
)e established numerical model of bolting jointed rock
mass is shown in Figure 3. )e constructed digital elevation
model (DEM) sample has a length of 100mm and a height of
50mm, which consist of around 11,686 particles with
minimum particle radius Rmin � 0.25mm and Rmax/
Rmin � 1.66 that follows a uniform distribution. Two addi-
tional walls (Wall 7 and Wall 8) were created to prevent
particles from overflowing during shearing. To generate the
numerical specimen, the particles were divided into four
different groups: rock, infilled rock joints, grout, and rock
bolt. )e particles of rock are shown in blue color; the
particles of infilled rock joints are shown in yellow color; the
particles of grout are shown in green color; and the particles
of rock bolt are shown in red color. In practical engineering,
rock bolts with a diameter of 20mm are generally considered
to be arranged at a distance of 1m. )e length of the nu-
merical model is 0.1mm; therefore, the diameter of the bolt

Figure 1: Numerical model for calibration.
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in PFC was also scaled down. We set a diameter of 2mm for
the rock bolt and a thickness of 4mm for the grout.

)e standard curve of joint roughness suggested by
Barton and Choubey [27] was digitized and used to produce
rock joints. )e steps are as follows: Firstly, we scaled the
standard joint contour according to the size of the numerical
model to be built. )en, the different standard contour lines
were divided into 100 short segments in CAD as shown in
Figure 4, and the coordinate values of the two endpoints of
each segment were obtained. For the model without

considering the fillings, only one contour line needs to be
imported. We entered the endpoint coordinates into the
command stream file when building the model in PFC. We
connected all short segments in turn to form a complete
contour line of the standard joint contour, that is, the
boundary of particles. For the model considering the fillings,
it is necessary to input the upper and lower contour lines in
turn, and we considered these to be parallel lines. )e input
method is similar to the above, but there is a difference in the
Y coordinate value (along the direction of specimen height)
of each pair of parallel line segments of the upper and lower
contour lines; this difference is the filling thickness to be set.
When the particles were generated in the following steps, the
particles located between the upper and lower contours were
defined as fillings. Hence, a numerical model of joints with
fillings was established.

In the test model, the particle size of the rock, infilled
rock joints, and grout groups are set to be the same. )e bolt
adopts a parallel bonding constitutive model, which is
composed of 100 red particles separated from each other.
When it is bonded, it resists torque and behaves as linear
elasticity. If their strength is exceeded, the parallel bond can
be broken, and they cannot transmit force and moment.
Figure 5 illustrates the force-displacement law of parallel

Table 1: )e calibrated micro-mechanical parameters of marble.

Micro-
properties

Particle
density
(kg·m−3)

Particle
modulus
(GPa)

Particle normal
to shear stiffness

ratio

Parallel bond
modulus (GPa)

Parallel bond
normal to shear
stiffness ratio

Parallel bond
cohesion (MPa)

Parallel bond
tensile strength

(MPa)
Values 2500 32 1.6 32 1.6 58 58
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Figure 2: )e curve of uniaxial compression.

Table 2: Mechanical parameters of marble.

Mechanical
parameters

Compressive
strength
(MPa)

Young’s
modulus
(GPa)

Poisson’s
ratio

Experimental 115.73 53.78 0.21
Numerical 115.64 53.63 0.20
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of shear numerical model.
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of standard joint contour line
division.
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bond model (PBM) under shear loading. It can be observed
that when a contact reaches its yielding limit (cohesive
strength), the contact forces will abruptly reduce to zero.

A direct shear test under constant normal stress of 4MPa
was carried out.)e normal load was applied vertically to the
upper block, and this load was kept constant during the test
by using a servo-control mechanism. In the shear process,
the upper box was fixed, and the lower box was sheared in
the positive X direction at a constant velocity of 0.2m/s to
ensure quasi-static equilibrium. Calculations in PFC are
based on an explicit time-stepping algorithm. Because the
calculation in the particle discrete element is based on the
explicit time-stepping algorithm, the time step of each
calculation is 2.76×10−8 s under the condition that the shear
speed is 0.2m/s. )is means that the lower shear box is
moving horizontally to the right at a rate of 1.38×10−9m/
step. At this point, the shear rate of the sample is slow
enough to ensure the quasi-static equilibrium of the sample
in the shear process.

)e horizontal displacement of Wall 5 was used to
calculate shear displacement during shearing. )e dis-
placement of the top wall in the normal direction was
measured at each time step to produce the normal dis-
placement of the rock joint. )e average shear stress is the
ratio of the average value of the reaction force on the two side
walls of the upper and lower boxes to the area of the initial
joint surface. )e shearing was terminated when the shear
displacement of the specimen reached the preset value of
1mm, and the shear stress, normal displacement, and the
number of microscopic cracks of the specimen were dy-
namically recorded during the shearing process.

3. Effect of Joint Roughness and Infill Thickness

3.1. Effect of Joint Roughness on Shear Characteristics. In
order to determine the influence of joint roughness, three
types of rock joint sections with different joint roughness
coefficients (JRC 6–8, JRC 12–14, and JRC 18–20) were

subjected to direct shear tests. )e longitudinal section of
these infilled rock joints is shown in Figure 6. )e spacing
between the upper and lower contour lines is 2.1mm; that is,
the thickness of joint infill is 2.1mm. Six groups of shear
mechanical tests of bolted and unbolted joints were carried
out under three different joint roughness coefficients.

Figure 7 illustrates the relationship between shear stress
and shear displacement of infilled rock joints model under
different joint roughness. Figure 8 clearly shows the simu-
lation results with those obtained for bolted and unbolted
infilled rock joints under different joint roughness coeffi-
cient conditions. )e numerical simulation results are
similar to the indoor test conducted by Wu et al. [28]. )e
observation was that the peak shear stresses for JRC 6–8, JRC
12–14, and JRC 18–20 were 9.39MPa, 10.75MPa, and
13.67MPa, respectively, under bolted infilled rock joints. For
unbolted cases, the peak shear stresses were 4.24MPa,
7.55MPa, and 11.17MPa, respectively. It is also noted that
the bolt improved the peak shear stress of the infilled joint.
)e values of the increase in peak shear stress for JRC 6–8,
JRC 12–14, and JRC 18–20 were 5.15MPa, 3.20MPa, and
2.50MPa, respectively. It can be seen that the impact of the
bolt on the shear stress during the shearing process is as
follows:

(1) It is noted that at the initial stage of the shear test, the
shear stress curve of bolted infilled rock joints was
similar to that of the unbolted cases. It was elastic
stage at the beginning of shearing, and the shear
stress increases rapidly.

(2) After the shear stress of the unbolted infilled rock
joints reached its peak value, it decreased and
eventually stabilized. As for the bolted infilled rock
joints, the sudden drop in shear stress represents bolt
fracture.)en, the shear stress tends to be the sample
without bolt. )e shear stress of the bolted rock
joints has a larger shear displacement before
reaching the peak.

(3) Regardless of whether the infilled rock joints are
bolted or not, the shear stress increases as the joint
roughness coefficient increases, and the peak shear
stress of bolted infilled rock joints was higher than
unbolted cases.

Dilatancy is the phenomenon that the upper block is
lifted upward with the development of shear displacement
during the shearing of the specimen along the shear plane.
Figure 9 shows that the bolted and unbolted infilled rock
joints produced the same dilation behavior at different joint
roughness coefficients. )e numerical test results of the
relationship between shear displacement and normal dis-
placement were similar to the research results [29]. Normal
displacement increased with increasing joint roughness
coefficient. )e normal displacement of the bolted speci-
mens was greater than that of the unbolted specimens. At a
shear displacement of 1.0mm for unbolted cases, the normal
displacements for the three JRC cases were 0.195mm,
0.271mm, and 0.334mm, respectively. When the infilled
rock joints were reinforced by rock bolts, they had a high
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Figure 5: Shear force-shear displacement law of the PBM.
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shear resistance which led to a greater normal displacement.
)e total normal displacements for the three cases were
0.222mm, 0.282mm, and 0.358mm, respectively under
bolted infilled rock joints.

As shown in Figure 10, five measurement circles were
uniformly distributed in the rock bolt to study the evolution
process of the stress on the bolt in the direct shear tests. )e
radius of the five measurement circles was consistent with
the radius of the bolt. )e force diagram of the cell cube of
measurement circles is illustrated in Figure 11.)e evolution
of horizontal compressive stress Sxx, shear stress Sxy, and
normal compressive stress Syy could be monitored by
measurement circles.

)e shear performance of bolted infilled rock joints with
an infill thickness of 2.1mm and JRC 18–20 was studied to
understand the evolution of the stress on the bolt. )e
maximum stress distribution which was monitored by
measurement circles on the bolt as shown in Figure 12.
During the shearing process, the stress on the bolt was
uniformly distributed.)e horizontal compressive stress Sxx,
shear stress Sxy, and normal compressive stress Syy at the
intersection of the bolt and the joint were higher than those
in other positions. )e joint roughness coefficient has an
important influence on the distribution of maximum hor-
izontal compressive stress. As shown in Figure 13, the
maximum horizontal compression stress in themiddle of the
bolt gradually increased with the increase of JRC.

3.2. Effect of Joint Roughness on Micro-Cracks. Different
roughness has different effects on the number of micro-
cracks in the sample. )e relationship between the number
of micro-cracks and the joint roughness coefficient is shown
in Figure 14.)e number of total cracks and tensile cracks of
the bolted and unbolted specimens increased with the in-
crease of joint roughness coefficient, while the shear cracks

JRC 18-20

JRC 12-14

JRC 6-8

Figure 6: Schematic of discontinuities with 3 different roughness
coefficients.
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remain almost the same. )e crack development diagram of
JRC 18–20 with an infill thickness of 2.1mm is shown in
Figure 15; they were dominated by tension cracks. For the
bolted cases, the number of tensile micro-cracks was 1490
which was around 2.98 times that of shear micro-cracks
(500). )e development curve of the number of cracks could
be divided into three stages. At the first stage, there were a
few micro-cracks in the sample at the beginning of the shear

test. When the shear stress increased to a certain strength,
micro-cracks began to gradually increase. At the second
stage, the number of micro-cracks increased with increasing
shear displacement. When the shear stress reached the peak
strength, the growth rate of the number of cracks increased
rapidly. At the third stage, the growth rate of cracks grad-
ually smoothed out, and eventually the number of cracks
tended to be constant.

)e evolution process of micro-cracks is graphically
illustrated in Figures 16 and 17. Shear cracks were shown
in green and tensile cracks in red. Modes of bolted and
unbolted specimens were different during the shearing
process. When the shear displacement was 0.01 mm,
0.02 mm, 0.05 mm, 0.1 mm, 0.5 mm, and 1.0 mm, the
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Figure 11: Force diagram of cell cube.
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crack development of bolted and unbolted specimens
were recorded.

For the unbolted infilled rock joints, it can be observed
that cracks began to form around the head of rock joints (see
Figure 16(a)). As the shear displacement of the specimen
increased, the cracks of the infill at the joint continued to

increase (see Figure 16(b)). When the shear displacement
was 0.05mm, the infill has been completely penetrated by
cracks (see Figure 16(c)). As shown in Figure 16(d), micro-
cracks appeared around the joint. When the shear dis-
placement reached 0.5mm, the micro-cracks around the
joint gradually increased (see Figure 16(e)). When the shear
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(f )

Figure 16:)e development of micro-cracks of unbolted infilled rock joints: (a) 0.01mm; (b) 0.02mm; (c) 0.05mm; (d) 0.1mm; (e) 0.5mm;
(f) 1.0mm.
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displacement reached 1mm, the shearing process of the
unbolted specimen finished as shown in Figure 16(f ). )ere
were many cracks at the joints with steeper asperity angles.
Another observation was that the number of tensile cracks
was significantly higher than that of shear cracks.

During the shearing of the bolted infilled rock joints,
it can be observed that cracks began to form around two
edges of rock joints (see Figure 17(a)). As the shear
displacement of the specimen increased, the development
trend of the crack was similar to the unbolted specimen.
)e crack first extended at the infilled rock joints and was
then generated at the intersection of the joint and the
rock (see Figures 17(b)–17(d)). When the shear dis-
placement was 0.5 mm, the bolt was destroyed, and a lot
of cracks were generated at the intersection of the grout
and the bolt (see Figure 17(e)). When the shear dis-
placement reached 1mm, the shearing process of the
bolted specimen finished as shown in Figure 17(f ). )ere
were many cracks at the joints with steeper asperity
angles, and the position of infilled rock joints was
reinforced by rock bolts.

3.3. Effect of Infill 9ickness on Shear Characteristics. )e
infill thickness has a significant influence on the shear
characteristics of bolted infilled rock joints.. )erefore, di-
rect shear tests with three different infill thicknesses (2.1mm,
2.6mm, and 3.1mm) were continued under three different
JRC conditions (JRC 6–8, JRC 12–14, and JRC 18–20).
Figure 18 shows the relationship between the shear stress
and shear displacement at the infill thicknesses of 2.1mm,
2.6mm, and 3.1mm under JRC 18–20. Its development
trend was the same as mentioned in Section 3.1.

)e simulation results with those obtained for bolted and
unbolted infilled rock joints under different infill thicknesses
are shown in Figure 19. )e observation was that the peak
shear stresses for infill thicknesses of 2.1mm, 2.6mm, and
3.1mm were 13.67MPa, 11.02MPa, and 9.61MPa, respec-
tively, under bolted infilled rock joints. For the unbolted
cases, the peak shear stresses for infill thicknesses of 2.1mm,
2.6mm, and 3.1mm were 11.17MPa, 10.16MPa, and
8.82MPa, respectively. Another observation was that the
bolt could increase the peak shear stress of the infilled joint.
)e values of the increase in peak shear stress for infill

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

(f )

Figure 17:)e development of micro-cracks of bolted infilled rock joints: (a) 0.01mm; (b) 0.02mm; (c) 0.05mm; (d) 0.1mm; (e) 0.5mm;
(f ) 1.0mm.
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thicknesses of 2.1mm, 2.6mm, and 3.1mm were 2.50MPa,
0.86MPa, and 0.79MPa, respectively.

4. The Coupling Effect of Joint Roughness and
Infill Thickness on Peak Shear Stress

It can be seen from the above research results that joint
roughness and infill thickness have important effects on the
shear characteristics of bolted infilled rock joints. Mean-
while, we cannot ignore the fact that joint roughness and

infill thickness often have a coupling influence on actual
engineering. In this section, we discuss the influence of the
changes of joint roughness and infill thickness on the bolted
infilled rock joints and unbolted specimens. To study the
coupling influence of joint roughness and infill thickness, 18
groups of tests were carried out on the bolted and unbolted
specimens.

)e coupling influence of joint roughness and infill
thickness on the peak shear stress is shown in Figure 20. It
can be seen from the figure that the peak shear stress of the
bolted specimens was significantly higher than that of the
unbolted specimens. When the infill thickness was constant,
the peak shear stress of the unbolted and bolted specimens
showed an upward trend with increasing joint roughness.
When the joint roughness coefficient was constant, the peak
shear stress of the unbolted and bolted samples showed a
downward trend with increasing infill thickness.

As shown in Tables 3 and 4, when JRC increases
gradually, the change rate of peak shear stress of unbolted
sample is higher than that of bolted sample. As the infill
thickness increases, this change rate increases from 2.63 to
2.80 for the unbolted joint. However, for bolted sample,
when infill thickness increases, this change rate gradually
decreases, from 1.45 to 1.25. )e above results indicate that
the unbolted samples are highly sensitive to JRC changes.
)e greater the infill thickness, the greater the sensitivity of
unbolted samples to JRC changes.

When the infill thickness decreases from 3.1mm to
2.1mm, the change rate of peak shear stress decreases from
1.35 to 1.27 for unbolted sample as the JRC value increases.
For bolted sample, the change rate increases from 1.22 to
1.42 with the increase of JRC value. )e above results show
that the value of change multiple of infill thickness is almost
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the same for the two kinds of specimens, whether with bolt
or not; that is, the influence degree of infill thickness on
the samples is almost the same. Another finding is that for
unbolted sample, the increase of JRC weakens this mul-
tiple of peak shear stress changes as the infill thickness
decreases.

)e reason for the above results may be that the rein-
forcement effect of the bolt will strengthen the meshing
strength between the joint surface and the filling material.
Moreover, the meshing strength is positively correlated with
joint roughness and negatively correlated with filling
thickness.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a method of importing standard joint profile
into PFC2D was proposed. )rough a series of numerical
shear tests, the shear characteristics and micro-cracks of
infilled rock joints have been discussed in detail under
different JRC and infill thickness conditions. )e influence
of bolting structure was also considered. Moreover, the
coupling effect of joint roughness and infill thickness on
peak shear stress was further analyzed. )e specific con-
clusions are as follows:

(1) )e numerical results revealed that rock bolts pro-
foundly improved the shear strength of the infilled
rock joints, enhanced the toughness of the joint
surface, increased the number of micro-cracks, and
made the dilatation more obvious. )e shear stress
and the normal displacement of unbolted or bolted
infilled rock joints increased with increasing the joint
roughness and decreasing the infill thickness. )e
micro-cracks increased with increasing the joint
roughness and infill thickness.

(2) To study the evolution process of the stress on the
bolt in the direct shear tests, fivemeasurement circles
were uniformly distributed in the rock bolt. )e
monitoring results show that Sxx, Sxy, and Syy in the
middle of the bolt are higher than those in other
positions. In addition, the maximum horizontal
compression stress in the middle of the bolt grad-
ually increased with the increase of JRC.

(3) Different roughness has different effects on the
number of micro-cracks in the sample. )e number
of total cracks and tensile cracks of the bolted and
unbolted specimens increased with the increase of
joint roughness coefficient, while the shear cracks
remained almost the same. )ere were few micro-
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Figure 20: Relationship between peak shear stress and coupling of joint roughness and infill thickness for infilled rock joints: (a) unbolted;
(b) bolted.

Table 3: Relationship between peak shear stress and coupling of joint roughness and infill thickness for unbolted infilled rock joints.

Infill thickness
JRC

Change multiple (from 6–8 to 18–20)
6–8 12–14 18–20

2.1mm 4.24MPa 7.35MPa 11.17MPa 2.63
2.6mm 3.67MPa 6.38MPa 10.16MPa 2.77
3.1mm 3.15MPa 5.78MPa 8.82MPa 2.80
Change multiple (from 3.1mm to 2.1mm) 1.35 1.27 1.27 —

Table 4: Relationship between peak shear stress and coupling of joint roughness and infill thickness for bolted infilled rock joints.

Infill thickness
JRC

Change multiple (from 6–8 to 18–20)
6–8 12–14 18–20

2.1mm 9.39MPa 10.75MPa 13.67MPa 1.45
2.6mm 8.50MPa 9.57MPa 11.02MPa 1.30
3.1mm 7.69MPa 8.44MPa 9.61MPa 1.25
Change multiple (from 3.1mm to 2.1mm) 1.22 1.27 1.42 —
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cracks in the unbolted or bolted specimens at the
beginning of the shear test. It was observed that
cracks began to form around the edges of rock joints.
When the shear displacement increased, the infill
was completely penetrated by cracks. )en, the bolt
was destroyed, and a lot of cracks were generated at
the intersection of the grout and the bolt.

(4) )rough the study of the coupling effect of joint
roughness and infill thickness on peak shear stress,
the following results were obtained. When JRC in-
creases gradually, the change rate of peak shear stress
of unbolted sample is higher than that of bolted
sample. )is indicated that the unbolted samples are
highly sensitive to JRC changes. )e greater the infill
thickness, the greater the sensitivity of unbolted
samples to JRC changes.

Another finding is that for unbolted specimens, the
increase of JRC decreases the change multiple of peak shear
stress as the filling thickness decreases. )is is probably
because the reinforcement effect of the bolt will strengthen
themeshing strength between the joint surface and the filling
material. Moreover, the meshing strength is positively
correlated with joint roughness and negatively correlated
with filling thickness.
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